Remote-controlled vessel provides safe and accurate inspection for bridge scour

MDOT routinely inspects bridges for scour around abutments and piers. These inspections are typically conducted from a boat during high-flow events, with inspectors probing the channel bottom or using sonar techniques to determine the extent of the scour. This can be very dangerous for bridge inspectors. As an alternative, an unmanned surface vessel (USV) equipped with sonar allows inspectors to capture these measurements and images from the shore. MDOT deployed USV units in the field to measure bridge scour and inspect bridges and culverts where access is limited. Using this tool is safer, less labor-intensive and, in some cases, less costly than techniques and equipment that require hands-on operation.

PROBLEM

Scour occurs when high-velocity water movement removes sediment around the substructure of a bridge, typically exposing the footings or piles. When the streambed is washed away, the footings and piles can no longer properly support the structure, creating a significant safety hazard.

Inspecting for scour is vital in determining the stability of the bridge, but scour can be difficult to detect since it occurs below the water surface. Ideally, scour inspections are conducted during high-water-flow events, when most scour occurs. However, turbulence and fast-moving debris in the water can endanger workers using traditional tools like piloted boats and under-bridge inspection equipment. These methods also cannot be used in locations with limited vertical clearance, such as beneath a bridge when water levels are high, and they take time to deploy.

(continued)
“Using the USV is much safer and less labor-intensive than traditional inspection methods for detecting scour. It provides a great deal of information, in real time, to the inspector about what is occurring to the channel bottom below the water surface around the bridge substructures.”

Chad Skrocki, P.E.
Project Manager

RESEARCH

To address these issues, researchers investigated alternative techniques for monitoring bridge scour during high-flow events. Investigators reviewed applicable scour monitoring research, considered alternative access methods (under-bridge inspection vehicles with boom arms that allow the inspector to access the underside of the bridge from the top of the bridge deck, and tethered and remote-controlled vessels), and scoped commercially available products.

Central to the study was identifying the circumstances when MDOT would use the equipment, understanding what equipment was available (and at what cost), and then determining which equipment met the agency’s needs. This meant finding a system that could work in swift-moving water near piers, could read water depths from 3 to 50 feet, and could transmit real-time data to shore.

After reviewing online product evaluations, investigators conducted phone interviews and site visits with several vendors. These site visits gave investigators the opportunity to conduct hands-on hardware testing on the candidate products to assess their capabilities.

RESULTS

Investigators recommended a USV from Hydronalix called Sonar EMILY, which is equipped with a sonar unit that can measure water depths and produce side-scan and down-scan images of the substructure units and the streambed. The system also has a topside camera to view the underside of bridges.

This system, which uses post-processing software called SAR Hawk, was the most effective and cost-efficient setup to meet MDOT’s requirements. The cost of the USV, laptop control unit and running gear was estimated at $50,000.

VALUE

This research indicated that a USV equipped with a sonar unit can accurately transmit real-time water depth readings and below-water images during high-flow events to bridge inspectors who are safely on shore. The equipment provides a consistent and accurate stream of data to inspectors and allows for quick and efficient mobilization between multiple bridges that may require inspection.

In addition, the research showed that the USV can be used not only for bridge scour but for other types of inspections in the stream environment, including difficult-to-access locations such as bridges and culverts with limited clearance between the waterline and the structure.

IMPLEMENTATION

MDOT is strategically placing four USVs equipped with sonar units throughout the state to inspect bridges for scour during high-flow events. In addition, the agency plans to use the technology for other inspection applications as appropriate.

To support the use of USVs, MDOT offered training to bridge inspectors in April 2019. The equipment is relatively straightforward when compared to similar systems. Personnel without prior knowledge of this specific equipment learned to operate the vessel and understand the data outputs.

Project investigators also wrote a user manual to help facilitate training. More hands-on training on operating USVs will be made available as the need arises.
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